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Okay, so not everywhere can look like Venice. Cities have to adapt and change.
Venice itself is not immune from innovations. Yet, in the relentless processes of
urban development, much more effort is needed to save each place’s distinctive
identity – and to introduce or reintroduce such qualities, if they have been lost.
If every omni-urban scene looks like every other omni-urban scene, humans
have collectively lost something vital.
This BLOG has general bearings but it is specifically prompted by the
publication of my new, expanded booklet on Vauxhall, Sex and Entertainment.1
The history of London’s pioneering pleasure gardens, which triumphantly
eroticised the eighteenth-century leisure industry, may seem far distant from
today’s plans to redevelop the Vauxhall area into a ‘mini-Manhattan’. (See my
April 2012 BLOG). There is, however, an urgent link. We need to reject the
march of high-rise anywhere-city – and to keep or restore urban distinctiveness.
Variety is the spice. Trite, but fundamentally right. And authenticity is
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absolutely essential too.
Many congratulations are rightly paid to the planners/ architects/
politicians/ people for preserving central Paris from the march of identikit highrise development. That success includes some luck in avoiding wartime
devastation but has relied on good judgment thereafter. And, around the globe,
the same applies to all those historic towns which have kept their traditional
topography and ambience. Udaipur in Rajasthan is but one spectacular example.
Yet, even after praising distinctive cities, it’s worth recalling that many
places with sparky urban centres also contain inner-urban and suburban areas
that are dire. Areas lose human scale when urban thoroughfares and junctions
become too massive; when factory zones are kept isolated, featureless, and
dilapidated - especially if their core industries are declining; when shopping
malls slowly kill in-town high streets and local shops; and when mass housing
estates are left without shops, cafes, pubs, post offices, jobs, viable parks and
social amenities. Above all, it’s a disaster if the building of new homes, with
modern facilities, simultaneously fail to build functioning communities.
In response, the crucial thing is to get planners, architects, developers,
politicians and people to think in terms of the entire lived environment –
including the local and regional context, and the prevailing landscape and
weather conditions.
Why is all the literature about tall buildings concerned with the effects of
heat/wind/weather on the said buildings? But virtually nothing is available on
the overshadowing and wind channelling effects of such high-risers upon people
and the wider environment.
Too much of the serious planning/development focuses upon just one plot
of land; or upon just one building, whether supposedly ‘iconic’ or otherwise. Yet
the test should not be for an architect to dream up a strange shape, which is then
set as a challenge for an engineer to realise it. Buildings should be part of a
townscape, not imposed upon it.
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Of course, views of architectural monuments are subjective. Googlesearch the ‘world’s ugliest building’ and the Elephant Tower, Bangkok, is often
nominated, shown here in this 2009 photograph.2 It is not necessarily the jokey
concept that is criticised but especially its bleak implementation.

But my partner saw this image on screen, grinned, and said ‘Great’. I
suspect that he was trying to annoy me, although this building is not in fact my
personal nomination for the world’s architectural black-spot. Anyhow, a much
more important consideration would be to understand the impact of these
buildings upon the immediate locality and the wider city environment – and
what visitors and locals think in reality.
Plenty of high-rise buildings, which were praised when first installed,
have now been removed as urban and social disasters. It’s not the scale per se
which makes some constructions succeed and some fail. It’s the full context and
the full experience. We need a good global debate and update upon Jane
Jacobs’s humanist tract on the Death and Life of Great American Cities.3
It’s also right to rectify mistakes where buildings have been removed
without due thought. Congratulations therefore to historic Datong in China’s
Shanxi prefecture, to the west of Beijing. Known as today’s gritty ‘city of coal’,
it features among lists of the world’s most polluted cities. Yet, as a sign of good
intentions to improve, Datong is rebuilding its great Ming dynasty city walls,
which were destroyed in the 1980s in the name of ‘modernity’.4 Let’s have
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more, more.
Erasing buildings entails erasing past thoughts as well as past deeds.
Pulling down the old may well have to be done. But we need to be confident
that our new thoughts and deeds are better, and that we fit new constructions
into a whole environment of living and liveable cities.
My current example refers to plans to redevelop London’s Vauxhall into a
‘mini-Manhattan’. Why should a low marshy area of Thames bankside, far from
the river mouth, emulate the high-rise effect of New York at its distinctive
location at the confluence of the Hudson and the Atlantic? If London needs such
an attempt, then Canary Wharf is already trying.
Vauxhall could certainly do with improvement. But, unlike some parts of
London, it has an exotic past. From the later seventeenth century to 1859, it was
the home of the Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens.5 This venue popularised the urban
leisure park. It provided an attractive combination of music, dancing, food,
drink, variegated entertainments, and an eroticised ambience of sexual
dalliance. Not surprisingly, it packed in the crowds, both high and low.
What could the memory of the old Pleasure Gardens contribute to
London’s Vauxhall area today? For a start:
Lots of trees and rose-bushes, lining streets, riverside, parks, and open
spaces. Vauxhall was a prime place for courting couples to visit. The
nightingales that once serenaded the lovers won’t come back. But why
not the indigenous trees? They can help to absorb the noxious exhaust
fumes at this polluted traffic interchange; and their flourishing (or
otherwise) will signal whether London’s air is getting any cleaner.
How about arches over the street-scene to generate attractive vistas?
And some colonnades; and some statuary? In the eighteenth-century
Gardens, there were monuments to John Milton and Georg Handel. But
today they could honour Jonathan Tyers, who organised the Gardens in
the 1730s, and William Hogarth, who probably designed their dramatic
scenery – as seen in the following eighteenth-century print.
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A musical focus. The Vauxhall Gardens in their prime attracted openair audiences for summer evening concerts of song and music at both
popular and classical levels. Now London has many specialist venues
and the bifurcation between high-brow and low-brow can’t easily be
undone. But why should the area not host a musical venue of some sort?
Maybe a low-cost hall for hire? Plus a link from the Proms in the Park to
Vauxhall where London’s open-air summer concerts began?
More financial and community support for the current imaginative
updating of the public open space, now renamed the Vauxhall Pleasure
Gardens, on the site of the old Gardens?6
And, lastly, some commemoration of Vauxhall as a place for lovers? I
don’t know how that’s to be done; and it’s true that love usually evades
the planning process. But maybe a statue to Mary Perdita Robinson, a
celebrated/notorious eighteenth-century actor and lover,7 who appeared
prominently in Rowlandson’s iconic painting of Vauxhall Gardens in
1784? At very least, it would offer a reminder that women as well as
men helped to make old Vauxhall famous as an urban rendez-vous.
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